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Hercules & Chrysoprase
Sweetie Charm
Two of our beautiful treasures side by side,
each with their own precious properties.
We love to add multiple charms to chains to
create your favourite talismans.

£255 - £305

18 Carat Gold Plated
Soso Hoop
The Soso Hoops will become your new favourite
earrings, they are classic, timeless and are the
simplest way to elevate any outfit.

£150

Polo Ring
Circles represent any cyclic movement, think
timeless, everlasting and eternal emotions.
We love the feeling of forever and this ring can be
your constant reminder. A simple but super cool
design that suits everyone.

£65

Squink Ring
Another piece to join the Squink Collection.
This abstract shape sits neatly alongside our other
rings, inspired by our ever popular Polo Ring.

£65
Shop online at www.rennejewellery.co.uk

Heavy Ball Chain
& Scroll Charm
A classic and versatile piece of jewellery you
will treasure for years. Each charm is hand
engraved with your initial and it sits perfectly
on our heavier 32” ball chain, which can be
worn wrapped twice or long.

£185

Open Oolana Bangle
The Open Oolana Bangle is Renné’s hero
piece. It is either already on your wrist or
on your wish list! A must have in everyones
collection, it will sit comfortably amongst your
other bracelets like a cuff.

£140

18 Carat Gold
Open Oolana Bangle
Our beautiful Open Oolana Bangle in 18
Carat Gold, the ultimate piece of jewellery to
introduce to your current bracelets. Wear side
by side with your silver to create dimension to
your collection. The plating used is 18 carat
yellow gold on top of sterling silver.

£240

Shop online at www.rennejewellery.co.uk

Lemon Quartz Hope Ring
Lemon Quartz has a fresh vibrant nature of lemon
groves in summer however it suits all seasons.
This stone can encourage optimism and creativity.

£180

Shop online at www.rennejewellery.co.uk

Oolana Ring
Our Oolana Ring is similar to our Halo Ring but has
our silver bobbles attached. The inspiration for this
ring came from our travels to Australia where we
visited a place called The Babinda Boulders.
Try using two Oolana Rings to create various styles
and add a Halo to bring depth.

£60

9 Carat Gold Trinity Ring
The 3 bands symbolise spiritual growth, eternal life
and never ending love.
Our Trinity Ring is made up of three single rings
linked together much like a traditional Russian
wedding ring.
The Trinity Ring look’s great on it’s own or is perfect
for stacking with other ring’s from our Collection, we
suggest trying the Oolana or Halo Rings.

£500

Clear Quartz Iris Ring
A beautiful clear stone, believed to be the supreme
gift of Mother Earth. A stone that will help bring you
much needed positivity whilst having an open heart
and mind!
The intricate pineapple facet increases the quartz’s
incredible sparkle.

£260

Shop online at www.rennejewellery.co.uk

Gold Crescent Moon
& Star Charm

18 Carat Gold Plated
Star On Trace Chain

Two magical charms that sit so beautifully
together, we also love to layer this with
another single star necklace.

Shine bright with our beautiful 18 Carat Gold
Star Charm, perfect for the star in your life or
for you, simply because you like to twinkle.

Our Crescent charm is designed to sit
perfectly balanced, each charm has unique
markings like the moons surface.

All our Gold pieces are Sterling Silver plated
with 18 Carat Gold. We are also able to plate
pieces in 18 Carat Rose Gold.

£190 - £220

£130 - £160

Amethyst Iris Ring
Amethysts name derives from the greek word
“amethustos” - “a” meaning “not” and “methustos”
meaning “to intoxite”. It is a symbol of mind and
modesty, also the birth stone of February.

£260
Shop online at www.rennejewellery.co.uk

Baby Lana Bangle
There is a new girl in town – Say hello to your new best friend Baby Lana!
Another cuff to add to your existing collection, it fits in just fine with our
Open Oolana and Stamped Bangles.

£120 - £220

2.5mm Gold Heart &
Kiss Charm Classic Bangle
We love combining silver with gold. It adds
depth to your collection and can re inspire you
to start wearing your old favourite gold pieces
that may have been handed down to you.
The 18 carat gold plated Heart and silver Kiss
sit beautifully together and create the perfect
bangle of “love”.

£150

Shop online at www.rennejewellery.co.uk

Shop with friends to see our full collection
We would love to see you, so call in our new shop with friends and see our full collection. Our Studio
is based in the heart of North Yorkshire, surrounded by the beautiful grounds of Sedbury Hall.
Our Studio is the life of Renné, where our customers are able to look, feel, try on and style pieces to
find a piece of jewellery personal to them. Buying jewellery can be a sentimental experience and we
want that to be as special as possible.

Shop online and via Instagram
Our mobile optimised site makes shopping online easy, our website is packed with inspiration and
useful guidance. Step into our Renné world via instagram and see what we get up to,
how to style our jewellery and behind the scenes each day.

follow us @rennejewellery

Gift wrapping
Whether a treat for yourself, or a gift for a loved one each piece of Renné jewellery is wrapped
individually in tissue paper, placed in our branded boxes with a care card and wrapped with a piece
of grey ribbon. In our studio you will receive your items in a Renné gift bag and if ordered online
in a silver metallic bubble bag.
All of our packaging is designed using the best quality products and wrapped with love and care.

Gift cards and e-gift cards
Give the gift of choice with our new gifts cards and e-gift cards, available in £10-£100 or
custom amount denominations.

